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Recent controversy over
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CAMPUS EVENTS
Mon. 10
I Mon. 10 I

Sat. 15
S.T.A.R.- Beach
Sweep
At Myrtle Beach
State Park
Meet in front of
Student Center
at 8:30 a.m.

I

Mon. 17

I

Tea and Ethics
"Am I To Blame?
Ethics on the
War in the Middle
East"
Panhellenic
4:30 p.m. in the
Recruitment Week
Wall
Auditorium
Sept. 17 - 22

Late Night Bingo
The Commons
10 p.m.

Wild Card
Wednesday Board
Game Night
Student Center
Room 208
7 p.m.

New Music
Listening Party
Commons Private
Dining Room

9 p.m.

Casino Night
Small Gym
8 p.m.- midnight

S.T.A.R.- DSS
Babysitting
Meet in front of
Student Center
at 5:30 p.m.

I

Tues. 18

Movie - Blades of
Glory
Wall Auditorium
7,9 and 11 p.m.

Wed. 19
Comedian TBA
Wheelwright
Auditorium
7,9 and 11 p.m.

I

Thurs. 20
Faculty Wind
Quintet Recital
Edwards Recital
Hall

I

I

Sat. 22
Wild Card Event
TBA

Sun. 23
College Park
Clean-up
Meet at Student
Center at noon

On behalf of the Student
Government Association, hello
and welcome to Coastal Carolina
University. My name is Lauren
Brajer and as your Student Body
President, I am very excited to
meet you and share with you the

camp
by
has n

7:30 p.m.
Free admission
with ticket

See page 30 for
the CCU sports
calendar

SGA President welcomes the student
body and the class of 2011 to CCU
opportunities that this university
has to offer.
Not only are you new students
entering a new community, but
you are the first to share that with
a new president, administrators
and growing staff. You are
entering CCU at an essential time
of exciting change and important
growth.
During your first year here,
you will experience many things,
including exposure to outstanding
professors and important events
held on campus by the various
clubs and organizations. You
will be immersed in a social and
academic community that will
challenge and inspire you to
succeed.
It is my hope that you will find
a way to explore your personal
goals and learn about yourself in
the process. You will meet new
friends, expand your mind with

E
P

*See page 1 for a
list of inauguration
events.

Compiled by Meg Duvall. assistant editor

Dear New Students,

Sept

What to do, where to do it on campus in September
Tues. 11 I Tues. 11 I Wed. 12
I Thurs. 13 I Fri. 14
Jazz After Hours
Combo Recital
Edwards Recital
Hall
7:30 p.m.
Free admission
with ticket

Cake and punch
with President
DeCenzo
and family
The Commons
6 to 9 p.m.

"Now What Week"
State Fair
Prince Lawn
11 a.m.- 2 p.m.

Sept. 10 - 23, 2007

new concepts and ideas and you
will start a college career that can
lead you to great things in your
future.
Remember, you are not alone
during your time at CCU. You
share this experience with all
your peers and are sure to make
lasting connections to others
through those experiences that
you will remember for the rest of
your life.
If I could offer any advice to
the class of 2011, it would be to
take good care of one another.
Be patient and kind, and help
to foster each other's growth.
Support excellence in academics
and in involvement and you
will be taking part in shaping
a community that we can all be
proud to be members of.
One of my favorite quotes
expresses a sentiment that I
believe is of value in any chapter

of life, but especially as you turn
the page to begin your education
at CCU; "Aim for success, not
perfection. Never give up your
right to be wrong, because then
you will lose the ability to learn
new things and move forward
with your life." Congratulations
and I offer my best WIshes to you
as you begin your college career at
a truly extraordinary university.
Sincerely,

Lauren Brajer
Student Body President
2007-2008

From the
dean's desk
Lloyd Holmes
For The Chanticleer
Being successful as a student
at Coastal Carolina University is
not merely a function of excelling
in the cla sroom. A part of your ·
success comes from developing
in all area of your life throughout
your college career. You should
work at developing your elf
intellectually, socially, physically
and spiritually. Here are some
thoughts to keep in mind:
1. Know thyself. Know what
it is that you value and consider
whether your actions truly
represent who you are.
2. Understand that your
behavior, whether good or bad,
has consequences, both positive
and negative.
3. Move beyond "I need to ... "
Talk with no action produces very
little outcomes.
Welcome back to CCU! I hope
you have a great year.
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heehan.
In r ult f the te t bing
changed to ~ nunend d
faculty and taff m mb
"Faculty Slov. -D wn Prot
ati n.
thi y ar con
'I boycotted the hole thing,
actually. I ' n teen there.. aid
Bachman.
A prote t memorandum a
addre ed to the clas of 2011
e plaining
the
participant
action at the convocation tating
"Faculty wearing red 'R ading Is
Dangerou 'button ill dela th ir
proce ion into the cen.:mony thi'
morning to prote t of the timing
manner and rea on gi en for the
canc llation of the Big Read.' The
'Reading I Dangerou badge i
red and ha a pi ture of a goat on it
in th center of the tatement.
The
memorandum
al 0
call thi ituation a "teachable
moment.' The Department of
Engli h responded to the Big
Read cancellation by making

Heated di cu ion' about the
recent cancellation of The Big
Read are taking place all over
Coa tal Carolina Univer ity's
campu. "Goat: A Memoir"
by Conway' 0 m Brad Land
has rai ed a lot of concern and
que tions the CCU community is
eager to have answers to.
A required text is cho en each
year for fre hmen to read. "Goat:
A Memoir" was cho en in March
by the Big Read Committee that
con i ted of tudent faculty and
staff.
"The book a al 0 approved
by Dr. DeCenzo,' aid Dr. aria
Bachman, an as' ciate Engli h
profe or and the director of the
Women' and Gender tudie
Program, during a departmental
meeting. DeCenzo wa
till
CCU's provo t at the time the
deci ion was made. The text was
changed in Augu t from required
text to recommended text by Dr.
Robert heehan, the univer ity
new provo t.
"Because of my newne and
becau e of my concern that there
might not be the b t of fit b tween
the goal of The Big Read and th
text, I a ked faculty to con ider
making the text optional,' aid
Sheehan.
Sheehan aid he heard many
concern about th particular
text and "it applicabiHty to the
goals of The Big Read. ' During
hi fir t few week . Sheehan al 0
heard from faculty members ho
were concerned about "Goat: A
Memoir." Sheehan wa
orried
about the comfort of the faculty
while teaching the text.
"I heard from e eral faculty
and tafI who were a ked to teach
Pre phOl9
using that text in the [Univer ity] Brad Land, the author of
110 cour e and they did not "Goat: A Memoir."
feel comfortable doing 0" aid
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Panhellenic recruitment extends
from Sept. 17 through 22
a home to any girls in search of a Chis who serve as recruitment
sisterhood.
counselors to all the potential new
For The Chanticleer
"The Fall 2007 recruitment is members.
expected to be the largest turnout
The job of a Nu Chi is to help
Every year, as thousands of of girls in Coastal's history," said them decide which sorority i
students make brave steps into Rachel Rudnicki, the Panhellenic right for them with an unbiased
collegiate halls for the first time, recruitment director.
point-of-view. This serves as no
some enter with the purpo e of
They are expecting over 150 easy task for these women.
only learning, while others choose girls, which is a leap from the 112
"It's hard to be apart from my
sister , these girls have grown to
to get involved.
who came out last year.
Panhellenic recruitment is
For most girls, making the be my best friends and the sorority
for those collegiate women who decision to head out to recruitment is a home away from home," said
decide to make a difference in their is brave enough in it elf, but when one u Chi.
After recruitment week is over,
communitie and around campus they get there they have to figure
by joining a Greek organization.
out which sorority is right for they are then allowed to reveal
CCU has four Panhellenic them. This is the reason why there which sorority they are affiliated
chapters including Sigma Sigma are Nu Chis.
with.
Those women who are
Sigma, Gamma Phi Beta, Phi
A Nu Chi is a woman who
Sigma Sigma and the newly-added disassociates from her chapter interested are encouraged to sign
Alpha Delta Pi. All organizations for the period of time before up online and to come out for
represent
uniqueness
and and during recruitment. Each Panhellenic recruitment Sept. 17
individuality.
All of these organization usually nominates to 21. The first night will be an
chapters hold potential to become about three girls to become Nu orientation and a preview of what

Tori Brown

-

Sept

is to come and what to expect.
Meet the Greek is designed so
the girls get the chance to meet
the women in all organizations to
decide which one they like best.
"We are really excited about
recruitment because gaining new
members will strengthen not only
our Greek community, but also
our campus a a whole," aid an
enthused Dr. Holmes, the dean of
student.

hard to
be apart from
my sisters ... the
sorority is a home
away from home. "
--A Nu Chi
H]t's
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c
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ALREADY THINKING
ABOUT DROPPING
A CLASS?

SO WHAT ABOU MY
COASTAL EMAIL-WHY
CHECK IT?

It may affect your financial aid
eligibility.

• Check your Coastal email
regularly by going to http://mail.
coasta1.edu. Periodic financial aid
and scholarship information will be
ent to you via email.
• You should have been as igned an
email addres ; if not, please contact
Student Computing at 349-2908 as
soon as po sible.
• Emails sent by the Financial Aid
Office are very detailed in
explanation and content. One
email 'ent quite regularly is the
EFT ~Electronic Fund Transmittal)
emai1.Thi. email doe. not mean
that additiona funds have been
awarded, only that the financial
aid already awarded has been
transmitted to your account.

• To receive financial aid you
mu t complete 75% of the
cIa ses you attempt/for which
you have registered.
• You must maintain an overa}]
2.0 GPA.
• Mo t . cholarships require earning
30 hours per year.
• Contact your Academic and
Financial Aid Advi ors before
dropping in order to ask any
que tion that you may have.

We in the Financial Aid
Office hope that this
year is a wonderful
college experience for
you!
WHY REVIEW MY
WEB ADVISOR?
• For your financial aid tatus and
awards check the "Financial Aid"
section.
• For information about your
bill, located in "Bursar-Financial
Services" ection.
• For documents needed, listed
under 'Communication"-HMy
Documents".
• Check your Web Advisof regularly
by going to http://webadvi Of.
coasta1.edu.

If you have any questions,
please contact the
Financial Aid office at
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Photo b) Amanda Kelle)

Studen!s can now use their CCU ID cards, or CINO cards,' in more places on and
around campus as debit cards.

CI

o

card no

game.. The goal for the near
via the Web."
The card i. accepted all over future i to expand to re taUI'ants
Photo Editor/Photographer campus at the CINO Grille The and tore adjacent to campu .
Common , Java City the Quail
ophomore Connie Du 'all
Coastal Carolina University'S Creek Snack Bar and pro hop, aid, "I think he ne, card i
0 con enient:
underwent
a
technological the Atlantic Science Center the awe 'orne! If
bookstore.
Bur
ar's
Office,
the
facelift over the ummer break.
no\' "hen you ha e no pencil
It still has all it old uses but a library, student health ervice, and no ca 'h. now ou can just go
debit card feature. referred to as campus post office and at to the bookstore and ju t u e the
card."
concession area: at Brooks
"CINO cash," was added.
Haven Hart, special projects Stadium during home ootball
coordinator' at CCU, explain
one of the great benefits to using
the new card i that "there i no
more check writing, no fumbling
with coin and no worrying about
cash being 10 t or stolen with the
use ofCINO cash."
The card kept the ID and meal
plan/declining balance functions.
but with the debit feature, even
student who do not ha e a meal
plan with ARAMARK can now
use their ID card' in campus
dining facilitieu.
There are two \\ay to put
money on the card. To add money
to the declining balance, simply
write a check in the deSIred
amount to ARAMARK. and take
it to the CINO Grille. To add
mon y for CI 0 ca h, tudent
need to go to the CI 0 card
office, located in the Atheneum
Photo hv Amanda K II
Hall to make a depo it.
Hart. aid, "In the near future, Students can use their CINO cards now at the CINO
tudents and parent will be able Grille, Java City, the Science Center and the Bursar's
to depo:it money onto the card office, among 'lther campus locations.

Amanda Kelley
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Provost believes faculty, students have impact
Claire Arambula
Staff rVriter
With confidence in his eyes and
a big grin on his face, Dr. Robert
Sheehan shared his thoughts
on being Coastal Carolina
Univer 'ity's new provost. While
being re 'ponsible for all academic
affair:, th
degree program.
faculty teaching, . cholarships. the
deans of four colleges, the library
and many other outlets may eem
a bit overwhelming. this is just
another day at work for the new
chief academic officer.
With root at the University
of Toledo heehan came to CU
with a pa sion for the school'5
improvemt:n1s and potential.
"There
i
a
potential
for
growth;'
admitted
the
Ma sachusett - native. "We have
to a. k our elves, '\\,hat do we
want to beT"
But because growth does
not occur overnight, Sheehan's
approach i ' to "help us grow in a
planned fa hion."
TIle addition ofnew majors wi 11
ultimately re. ult in new faculty
members and new facilities.
"We vill manage growth to
the next level while still keeping
the small-college feel intact,"
explained Sheehan.
The desire of the new provost,
as well as of most faculty

BOOKMARKS
Margaret Fain
For The Chanticleer
ew library services for 20072008 were created with students in
mind.
Need a laptop? The library
now have 45 laptops available
for student in-house use. During
final and exams. the number of
a ailable laptops will double. It's
now easier to check one out, all
students need is a current CINO
card.
Library staff is currently
in the process of adding 20
new computers to the first and
second floor of the library. The

members, is that the "students feel
that their professors want to know
[them]." With the prospect of
CCU someday reaching the goal
of 12,000 enrolled students, the
overall feeling of being connected
must still be maintained.
Although currently in a state of
gro\\1h, it is very clear that it takes
more than one person to actually
change a university.
"Hopefully:'
aid Sheehan,
"the university goes well beyond
individual involvement."
Despite his nece sity for
per 'onal
growth,
Sheehan
explained that it is not merely
the provost who will significantly
impact CCU, but it i the students
and the faculty combined.
Working in a univer ity setting
i ~ something that Sheehan is
very experienced in doing. And
although working with new faculty
member is not always ea y, this
is not the case for Sheehan when
it comes to interacting with CCU
President David A. DeCenzo.
"J have worked with presidents
for 15 years' [DeCenzoJ is the be t
o far," said She han.
In speaking of job-related
compatibility,
Sheehan
mentions Pre'ident DeCenzo's
"thoughtfulnes, encouragement
and concern for student :' With
the president's example to follow,
it is easy for Sheehan and others,
to help -hape the university into a

great institution.
While
improving
and
impressing upon the university
takes time, Sheehan explained
that it is the every day job that
really takes its own shape. While
waking up early and keeping an
agenda helps the busy provo t
stay organized, he tends to stay
pretty flexible at work.
"I need to have the ability to
respond to the day. ' said Sheehan.
"People don't chedule crisis."
And with a challenge as
esteemed as the one he is tackling,
he definitely need to be able to
handle tragedy solve problem
and learn from his experience .
That said, it i' appropriate
that Sheehan has zero tolerance
for suspense. This is obvious in
his unusual literary habits.
"I read books backwards,"
said Sheehan, honestly. "It drivt::
my colleagues crazy."
In
addition
to tuming
the wheels of the univer ity,
Sheehan's large family remains
a priority in hi life. With two
children living at home, a 'on in
college, and the older one out on
their own, it i no question that
Sheehan and his wife. have their
hands full.
As for the family's two cats
in the hou e Sheehan comments,
"I am neither a dog-person, nor a
cat-person. But I gues you could
say I am in transition.'

Photo by RaytewQ Emn:.

The new provost Robert Sheehan, began his tenure at
Coastal Carolina University on July 1.
l

In time, Sheehan hopes to
become a more prominent figure
on the university' tudent-Ievel.
"I would like to be more
involved
with
the
Student
Govemment [A .ociation]," . aid
heehan.
The problem with in olvement
however, is that becau 'e 0 many
people are under Sheehan's
leadership, by the time an i sue
make ' it to hi oflice the problem
ha already been solved.
heehan's commitment to the

university i. evident. tuden~ can
rest a.. ured that their education i
in capable hand . With a diligent
work ethic and a pa ~ion for the
univcr. ity'. de elopment the new
provo ·t thu b gins hi journey to
better C U, one day at a time.
"I b lie e that. tudent will tum
out to be great alumni, 'concluded
Sheehan. "They will really allJe
tllt:ir degree."

Notes from the Kill1bel Library: What the ibrary l1as to offer
second floor computers will have
Microsoft Office on them.
We have standardized lending
period for all materials. Studenu
can check out book, CDs. DVD
and videos for three-week period.
In addition, all fines arc now the
same, $.25 a day for each item.
T, 0 days before materials are
due, students will receive an
electronic courtC&Y notice. If
students need the material longer.
they can be renewed before the
materials are overdue by logging
into MyLibrary online and using
the renewal function.
Students can now bring in and
eat snack foods in most areas of
the library. but no deliverie , open

plates, fast food or smdly food i.'
permitted. Food, beverage and
their containers can attract insects
and rodt:nt, and can damage
and de troy library material.,
equipment and furniture. To
ensure that the pro-food policy
stays in place, u:e the many trash
can' in the library and notify taff
immediately of any spills.
The library taff i a king
student to tum cell phones to
silent or vibrate while they arc in
the library. Fellow student don't
want to hear ringtones. If a student
need to make a call, the staff asks
that voices are kept at a low tone
and that the lobby, foyer or cafe is
used for the call. 0 calls hould

be made on the second floor. Cell
phone use is pcnnitted in ·tudy
rooms.
Is it too noisy on the first floor?
Help staff keep the ambient noi
down by u ing group study ro m
if , orking with more than 1\vo
people. U. e a quieter tone, hen
talking at the table and comput r~.
The "econd floor is the designated
quiet tudy area.
eed a book that i not in the
library? Use PASCAL Delivers to
reque~t books from any academic delivered to Kimbel Library inju t
library in South Carolina. Click two to three business days.
the colorful PASCAl:. Deliver:
The library tafT hope these
link on the library's home page, change will enable all tudent
find the needed materials and then to have a better experit:nce while
click to reque t them. They'll be
u ing the library.

~~
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Sexual assault,
medical assist, alcohol
poisoning
CCU DPS officers responded
to the Com ray Medical Center
in reference to a victim of a
pos ibl exual a au]t. The
victim had been taken to the
emergency room early on
the morning of Aug. 26 by
frIends for po sible alcohol
poisoning. When the ictim
regained con ciou ness later on
that day, they reported having
p ssibly been assaulted and the
friends returned the victim to
the emergency room and CCU
DP v a called. The incident i
currently being investigated.

CD

AUG. 29
Simple possession of
marijuana
A CCU DPS officer was
present at the security
building when a vehicle
approached that smelled
strongly of marijuana. The
driver admitted to having
marijuana which was found
on their person and in the
vehicle. The driver was
given a citation for Simple
Possesion of Marijuana and
tran ported to the Horry
County Detention Center, the
vehicle wa towed.

AUG. 30
Possession of drug
paraphernalia
ceu DPS officer were
called to Santee Hall about
pos ible drug u e. They

CA

> PEE DEE ACADEMY
Pec Dee Academy Alumni
A ociation is hosting
Homecoming ¥cekcnd Oct.
12-13 at Pee Dee Academy in
Mullins, S.c. The Homecoming
game will be Friday night with
drawing and prizes for alumni.
A reunion is being held for all
graduating cla e of the school
on Saturday, Oct. 13, with an

University Place

re ponded and after being
given consent to caTch the
rOonl found a gla pipe
u~ ed to ' moke marijuana.
The evidence waL~ eized
and the ubject was given
a citation for pos es ion of

paraphernal ia.
AUG. 30
Grand larceny
A university staff member
reported to CCU DPS that
someone removed. without
permi sion, several tools
belonging to the university
from the cene shop.
L

AUG. 31
edical assist
The rictim felt ill and passed
out while at the ClNO
Grine. ceu DPS and EMS
re ponded and the victim
was treated at the scene and
refu ed tran port.

SEPT. 1
Possession of alcohol
by a minor
The subject attempted to
enter the residence area with
an open package of beer in
the vehicle. The ubject wa'
topped and interviewed.
It was determined that the
subject wa underage al).d
the beer was de. troyed. The
case will be referred into the
Campus Judicial System.

EPT.4
Simple possession
of marijuana
ceu DP officer ere on
duty at the UPSB when they
notie d a hicle dn ing·
erratically while approaching
the building. The dri er wa
intervi wed and found to be
in pos c"ion of marijuana.
The driver wa given a
citation for imple po e ion
of narijuana and relea ed.

So you can be in the know. tOO!
informal cookout at the school
at noon. The co:t is 5 for an
individual or $8 for a couple.
Pica 'e RSVP by contacting
the school at 423-1771 or
kimhwarren@bell outh.net.

> TEA AND

ETHICS

) MEET AND GREET

A pre. entation titled "Am I To
Blamc? The Ethics of War in
the Middle East" by Dr. Richard
Collin pon 'ored by the Jack on
Center for Ethic. and Value \\- ill
be on Sept. 18 at 4:30 p.m. in the

Up ilon Eta, the communication
honor. ociety, in ites the
student body to meet the
new ommunication chair,
pro e or and taff and to enjoy
rcfre ·hment! in a relaxed. CHing.

Wall Auditorium and on ~ept.
25 at 6 p.m. at the Waccamaw
Higher Education Center.

The meet and greet will bl.: held
on cpt. 19 at 4 p.m. Contact
Caitlyn Pollock at cmpolloc a>
coastal.edu for more information.
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VIEWPOINTS
CHAUNCEY SHOWDOWN

Which is better, The Commons or the CINO Grille?

All for the CINO Grille!
e-mail or Facebook accounts.
I like going to the
Also, the CINO Grille is
CINO Grille more than The
much closer to some students'
Commons to eat. F or one
classes than it is to dorms, so it
thing, the CINO Grille has
is much better for students to
go there right before or right
lots of variety In their offered
after a class. It is also open at
foods such as MexIcan, Chic7:30 a.m. and stays open until
Fil-A, deli sandwiches, food
11 p.m. for people who have
off the griU, snacks, cinnamon
early and/or late classes.
rolls, coffee, even little packs
Students also have the
of nuts and gummy worms.
Rachel Trask
The food is also much For The Chanticleer option of paying with a credit
healthier because it is not
card, a debit card, cash or
covered in grease like at The
with their CINO card at the
Commons. All fried foods contain zero CINO Grille. In The Commons, they only
percent trans fat. Students can get a accept one method of payment.
The Commons may be in a convenient
grilled chicken sandwich instead of eating
fried chicken. There are also pre-made location, but it is up to the students to
wraps, chicken salads, a salad and a soup decide whether they prefer location over
bar, along with other healthy choices.
quality and comfort.
Another advantage to the CINO Grille
is the atmosphere is much more collegeage fnendly than The Commons with nice
comfortable chairs and a computer lab if
students need to do research or check their

HA~TY KE(5E~

An awesome staff and
lunch choices include wraps,
excellent food makes The
salads and other foods of thi
nature. Alternative include
Commons the choice for
French fries, .chips and other
freshmen.
classic foods.
When you think of
"cafeteria food," images
Those who miss homeof "mystery meat surprise"
cooked meals al 0 are offered
probably come to mind. The
many awesome choices.
idea of eating this mystery
Pasta are always a reliable
food everyday is hard to
decision. The pork is also
digest.
fantastic.
Nick Mamary
Fortunately,
Coastal
Again for dinner there
Staff Writer
Carolina University freshmen
is the choice of wonderful
are spared from such torture.
salads complete with any
Conveniently located between the Santee choice of toppings.
and Waccamaw resident halls sits The
And of course, there is everyone's
Commons, which offers a variety of favorite - freshly made pizza.
excellent food.
I will admit that at first I was hesitant to
Breakfast presents many options. try the shrimp scampi. Honestly, I thought
From waffles to Cocoa Puffs, the choices cafeteria fish would be na ty; however, I
are almost endless. The hot breakfasts was pleasantly surpri ed. You will see this
are unlike any other. This provides the result with mo t of the food offered at The
ultimate energy boost for the upcoming Common.
day. This is also the place to begin the day
If you want to try the best food on
by seeing many friendly faces.
campus, come ~o The Commons.
For those who are trying to eat healthy,

Letters to the editor
Disagreement with. The Big Read
It has come to my attention that the
formerly chosen Big Read, Brad Land's
"Goat: A Memoir," has recently been
demoted from its chosen position to
something along the lines of "inappropriate
material." The author's invitation to speak
at the university was also retracted. As
silence is akin to compliance, I must raise
my voice. To comply without question is
an act of ignorance, something I am here
to counteract.
What are the reasons for this abrupt
decision? I would imagine it has something
to do with the subjects of sexuality, drugs,
violence and the use of controversial
language presented in the text. I find it
impossible to believe that those oppo ed
to this book did not also see the positive
aspects of it: repair of a strained family,
self-discovery, friendship and triumph over· .
fear and past tragedy. Apparently, these
themes promoting healthy relationships
paled in comparison to the "inappropriate"
themes we are exposed to in our everyday

lives through media, our families, our
peer and our educator .
As a student at this university, I
understand that the function of a liberal arts .
college is to not only prepare tudents for
their future career , but more importantly,
for life. It seem then, that denying them
the opportunity to study thi text, which
up until a week before school tarted
wa what the university had committed
to, on the grounds of the aforementioned
sensitive material (which these student
have been exposed to through various
books and films distributed by, and played
on, this very campus), and through personal
experience, is not only unenlightened,
but a disservice to both incoming and
returning students.
According to the Coastal Carolina
University's mission statement, which I
assume the univer ity still endor e , "The
University seeks to provide a rational world

>

See Letters page II
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eed some advice but don't no
where to tum? Loo no further than The
Chanticleer. Submit your questions or
concems (anonymously if you pre er)
to chanticleer@coastal.edu. AdvIce and
support will be g' en from stude advlc
columnist William Chauncey.

ASKT E EXPE
TOPIC l e d S In ad ·jc ?

ould till b

I would Ii c to art out by
introducino-m.· if. 1 am \Villiam
Chauncey. \ hil· ) ou may nol
recall Ill) name mao,' of you lla\
"en me around Coastal Orrolina
Unjycrsit~ .
campus. M may

to

umy of our personal
th t \" can
III to fil
Iud 0
have I lped you \\ ith ome rt in
of probl m. or ~ ou IlU y 11a\'e ju t 8\ ay from _ociety undl it L
seen mc wandcring t11e campu .
o matt r \\ 11at t1 C~L ma.· bc.
odd are in great fa or that ,'ou

)lt1.\,c had a cia

8

rift

togcth r. 1 m'l~ belief

I

0

ecn 111 • and ju t ma) J t recal1
the time.
\Vith th nc\y em leT already
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Letters, page 10
and 11mn n c. pcricnce through
student -centered
participato')
learning to help tudents ma
intelligent and infont ed d I ions
as fn;c and acth'c citizcns in
modem ocicty.'
From" hcre I stand. it
ms
\ hat the uni rsit.· actuall.· e
is to discourage th '" thin .
For hm can on gain a mtional
\'orld ·cw and human c
ri n c
\'dri1c b iog . h It red' from the
bitter realities of that' 'or1d and
those c. 'pcriCIl s? A tlre many
freshmen "ho are joining om
COllUllUnit} thi . 'car had alread..
purch.1 d aJ read tl L:t that
\ as ill credited bcton~ the,' bad
the chance to un erstand and
c plicate it, it \\ uld eem that
this dc i ion \ 'H. n t a stud nt-

decision. t1 • \ been ranted censorship ha e not oIll. he] d
no opportunit~ 10 mak a de ision to d nul 11 hard" ork of tl
at a]),

I

ulld~

land tilat om of thi
ullcomfortabI for
peopl'" to handk but that .1pplie
to 0\ er balf of t] ubj t tlldied a]
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nu terial

i
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facult:. Asforhclpingthc tud nL
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VIEWPOINTS
SUDDEN DEATH
Jimmy Doyle
For The Chanticleer
Hillary Clinton is one of
the
major
forerunners
for
the
Democratic
presidential
nomination and for good reason.
Americans are ready for a change,
and she has the experience and
drive to give Americans what they
desire and need.
Why should people support
Hillary?
She has a long agenda that will
improve American lives. To skim
the top of her plans for president- she wants to create good jobs for
the middle-clas. Americans with
the right investment in modem
infra tructure and in new clean
energy-efficient technologies that
reduce our dependence on foreign

Sept. 10 - 23, 2007

A political opinion on the presidential candidates

oil.
Clinton also plans to return
fiscal responsibility, move back
toward a balanced budget and
safeguard social security and
medicare for future generations.
She wants to provide worldclass education, from universal ~
pre-kindergarten to affordable
college for all, and promote 21 st \
century scientific innovation,
which includes stem cell research.
One of her major goals is to
end the war in Iraq and restore
America's standing in the world
and repair our alliances at the same
time to combat real ten'orism,
strengthen our military and care
for our veteran . The one thing
to worry about is the size of her
agenda; it maybe be too big for
accompli h everything with great
accuracy.

t

Why shouldn't people support
Romney')
Massachusetts' Senator Mitt
Romney cannot be America's
next pre ident.
In March 2007, he- howed
how ignorant he really i . At a
conservative conference he made
a few inappropriate remarks;
he called Mu.lim "raghead ,"
joked about killing Bill Clinton,
belittled slavery and joked about
the Holocaust.
Do we really want an ignorant
president?
Besides being ignorant, hi
plans are terrible. He plans to
decrea e taxes for corporation.,
hoping that they become more
'ocially re:ponsible, but they
are too big and too greedy to u e

that extra income on helping the
world.
Romney' only plan for Iraq is
to continue upporting Pre ident
Bush'
failed policie. Even
though hi tate ha ' legalized gay
marriage while he wa a. enator,
he still oppo es it. Even though
Romney ha his conservative
ideas, he till is fighting for orne
of same issue' hat Democrats are
fighting for. He ju t plan to do
them in a ri~kier fa hi n.

The writer i~ a member of the CCU Young

Staff editorial: Freedom of education still important to students
to student
because higher
education is supposed to help u'
Assistant Editor
understand that which may be
objectionable or offensive.
"Free peech i the foundation
The discussion of academic
upon which a great university is freedom and censorship i a result
built." This quote comes from the of The Big Read 2007 being
recent outline of concerns from the "canceled." "Goat: A Memoir"
Department of Engli h at Coastal is the literature at the center of
the debate among faculty, staff:
Carolina University.
This idea, among others, administration and "interested"
is expanded on greatly in the parties affiliated with CCU.
Provost Robert Sheehan said
literature written and unanimou. ly
endorsed by the 32 members of in hi memorandum to the faculty
the department.
that the book has sparked a
The idea of academic freedom "number of concerns" throughout
should not be taken lightly, nor the academic community because
should the cen orship that has of its troubling content and its
been impo ed upon . tudents, "les. than perfect" fit with the
faculty, staff and administration theme of The Big Read 2007,
which is "integrity."
on this campus.
In the mission statement of
It is important to understand
what academic freedom and CCU, our institution states it
censorship mean to the university, belief in "the pur uit of wi dom
and more importantly, to the and goodne s in an environment
tudt:nts and faculty.
where intellectual understanding
Academic freedom is a fornl is
encouraged,
individual
of free spe ch on a university dignity re pt:cted, and creativity
that should protect the ideas and stimulated."
How then i the censorship of
expres ion by all students and
faculty. Cen or hip is any action objectionable material upholding
that tries to limit or prohibit this belief and pledge to student
objectionable
material
and at CCU?
Instead of discouraging the
ultimately academic freedom.
These t\ 0 ideas are important troubling material, students should

Meg Duvall

be taught how to overcome the
challenges of a society that doe
not always present clear and afe
paths in life. Learning about the
ethics, morals, truth and integrity
through material that directly
relates to every day
tudent life should
be encouraged and
embraced.
The
mission
statement
also states the
university and its
administration
pledges
"to
provide a rational
view
of
the
world and human
experience
through studentcentered
participatory
learning to help tudent make
intelligent and informed decision
as free and active citizen 111
modern society."
A rational view of the world i
not one that i free of controver 'y
and immoral or questionable
value. The world is full of bad
people who do bad things, and
even good people who do bad
thing. The pledge in the mis ion
statement is to teach tudents how

to make intelligent deci 'ion about
society, not to helter them from
that which may be objectionable.
The question hould then
be a ked how will censor hip
affect other part of student life at
CCU?
A
trong
advocate again t
"Goat" . i
the
Greek community
becau 'e of the
book'
obvious
ties to the Greek
y tern.
As a Greek,
I would like to
say that while
the book present
a negative view
of one man"
experience
in
Greek life at one
univer 'ity, not all Greek life i tne
ame. Land's experience at one
university is ve,y different from
my own experience at another
uni ersity and the experience
many have here at CCU in our
own Greek community.
In tead of trying to 'cen or the
material becau e of its negative
view about one important a pect
of college life, Greeks should
want to show that our program

at CCU is different than that of
Land'~ institution.
Teach tudent· that hazing,
binge drinking and drug are not
how they will be suece sful in
college. Through organization,:
, ueh a fraternities and ororitie,
they can grow into re peetable
members of ~ ociety.
Greek should \ 'orry about
whether their programs and ocial
actjvitie~ will be censored becau 'e
of the administration" fear that
their action are questionable al}d
perhap immoral. By upporting
the cen or hip of 'Goat," the
Greeks are al 0 supporting
cen orship of other area on
campus, including their OWI1.
Will a play be cen ored
becau. e of it content? Or will the
art tudent b limited a to what
they can paint? In The Chanticleer,
will we be banned from writing
about contro er:ial i ue?
A' ,tudent, we mu:t fight
for our academic freedom and
the freedom from cen or hip. If
we lose the ability to think and
expre' our'c1vc' how we wi h,
then \ c are not truly learning.
After alL isn't learning the rea on
\ 'e chose to attend college?
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Getting involved may help defeat homesickness
Jonathan Glass
For The Chanticleer
HYikes. I really live in another
place!"
When the 100 miles you live
away from your home, friends and
family feel like a million - you've
probably got homesickness.
Leaving home and starting
college is often difficult for
most tudents. In fact, it ha
been estimated that 70 percent
of college students experience
homesickness while away at
school.
So, if you feel like a big baby
,don't freak out! A period of
adjustment is a natural response
to leaving home. It can happen
to even the toughe t of the tough.
It does not imply weakness or
immaturity.
The stress a ociated with
creating "a new life" will often
re ult in a desire to return to the
people, place' and "stuff" you are

most familiar with.
Fortunately, homesickness is
curable and generally has a short
and limited lifespan. It will pass
gradually and steadily as you
become more comfortable 10
your new surroundings. In fact,
students often report increases in
confidence, independence and self
esteem related to completing the
necessary ta ks of adjustment.
There are several "idiot" proof
remedies for homesickness. These
include:
• Set goals and clearly define
your aspirations and reasons
for attending college.
• Focus on your coursework
and eek way. to get
excited and enthusiastic about
assignments.
• Get involved with groups and
event.
• Consider joining a fraternity or
sorority.
• Find out what is happening via
a campu calendar.

• Join organizations and form
study groups.
• Attend concerts, hows and
lectures and other events of
interest.
• Explore the community and
discover new places.
• Continue to pursue hobbies
and intere ts (. ports, music,
art, etc.) and/or develop new
leisure activities:
• Exerci ·e.
• Seek part-time work as an
additional resource for meeting
others.
• Stay flexible.
• Decorate your room with
sentimental items that provide
comfort and remind you
of home.
• Stay connected to family and
friend via letter , telephone
and/or the Internet.
• Remind yourself that being
apart does not mean your
friendships are over.
• Write in a journal - vent your
feeling.

• Remind your elf that everyone
is new and seeking to build
familiarity with their new
surroundings.
• Plan trip and visits from
family and friends.
• Talk about your experience
with friends, RA' , roommates,
teachers and advi ers.
• Volunteer - "The be t way
to cheer yourself up is to try to
cheer somebody else up,"
author Mark Twain once aid.
• Speak with Counseling
Services (843-349-2305) if you
experience prolonged sadness
or difficulty managing the
tran'ition.
• Ha e realistic expectation and
allow yourself time to develop
friend hip.
Try to stay active and involved.
Sitting alone and bored in your
dorm room will often just make
you feel worse. Celebrate your
freedom and take advantage of
the opportunity to do thing you
could never do before.

Remember - don't drink
or party more a a means of
coping with the 10 . Alcohol is
a depre sant and tends to wor en
the sadness and hurt - as well
as extend the amount of time it
takes to heal.
Counseling ervice are available
to assist you in your transition. Call
(843)349-2305 if you would like
to schedule an appointment. We
are open from :30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

Jonathan Glass is a staff
member of CCU Counseling Services. See a related
article on page 15.
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Now What Week
answering tate trivia question .
spon ored by CPB that will take them to tart getting in olved at
Throughout the rest of the place on Friday Sept. 14 from CCU.
Staff' Writer
week, students can participate in 8 p.m. to midnight in the mall
For more infonnation. contact
a number of events such as Late gym. Students can participate in Jennie Cas idy at ( 43) 349-2"05.
Coastal Carolina University Night Bingo. Thi event will games which include blac jack. Remember that thi i a wee accepts students from all over the occur on Thursday, Sept. 13 in the Texas hold' em. roulette and craps.
globe, so, often at the beginning Commons Main Dining Hall at CPB ha pent $2.000 in prize .
of the emester students become 10 p.m. The Coa tal Production
according to Damien Holler, ice
home ick. .
Broad (CPB) wiII be gi ing away president of CPB.
"Now What Week" is an great prizes and there may be a
For tudents who ha e pride in
pecial guest.
their home tates the State ver us
opportunity for incoming and
returning students to ea e into the
If you think CCU has a State Dodge Ball Tournament
transformation of college life and stunning campus and you wi h to will be in the Campu Recreation
to meet new people.
make a contribution to its beauty Center. Tho e intere ted in
The week kicks off on the participate in the Beautification participating hould call (43)
Prince Lawn. Sept. 10, with the Project~ here ,tudents will help 349-2 02. Student' will have the
State Fair, an event spon ored clean up the campus and plant opportunity to compete against
by the ceu Coun eling Service flowers. For more information. feUow peers to see who e tate
Office. During this event, tudents call CCU Volunteer Services. at can come up ictorious.
The ChantiPEER Program
can visit tables that repre ent their (843) 349-6503.
home state and find out more
Students who enjoy mu ic and will al'o b introduced during
about others' hometovlTI .
free CDs should check out the . TOW What Week. ' The program
There will also be many Listening Party in tbe Common i design d for uppercla men
giveaway prizes which include: Pri ate Dining Room on Tue day, to volunteer their time to mentor
T-shirts, posters, pens, maps Sept. 11 at 9 p.m. Take the night incoming fte "hmen. Thi is an
travel guides. pins, creen savers to relax and Ii ten to the late t hits opportunity for
ophomore . Students gather at the craps tabl at last year' C ino
juniors and enior to di "play Night Other games include roulette, Te as hold ~ m nd
and bumper sticker . Some of the and new release.
prizes will have to be eamed by
Ca ino
ight i an e ent leader hip kill and a way for blackjack.

Becca Filler·

f

ISl(;!ii'i'9·.·'.'----________________
BABYSITTER NEEDED
for 3 children. Must own
transportaion. Looking for
Friday and Saturday
-nights.
Please call Christine at
843-272-9913 or e-mail at
cdesantis@sc.rr.com

$9751 3br-2ba- FUR ISHED CONDO
between Conway and Myrtle Beach.

F

Located in a gated community with pool in
Myrtle Beach. This spacious 1190 sq. ft.
3 bedroom 2 bath condo on the forst floor
is fully furnished (with washer and dryer).
Scenic view of pond from back screened
porch, ceiling fans in all bedroooms
and living room, garden tub in master
bathroom. Rent incudes cable and water

MOVIE EXTRAS.
New opportunities for
upcoming productions.

Call Toll Free: 1-800-978-4988 and ask
about the Foundations Long-term rental.

All looks needed no
experience required for
cast calls.

UNDERCOVER SHOPPERS
between Conway and Myrtle Beach.

Call 877- 218- 6224

Earn up to $150 per day. Under cover

DUI DRUGS A SA ULT.
FELO IE
MISDEMEA 'DRS TRAFFJ
ALCOHOL OFFE SES SERlOU 1 :/URYCA 'E

Shoppers needed to judge retail and
dining establishments
Exp. Not RE. Call 800-722-4791

AD Ie

T

A review of
the summer
CD hits
Chuck Plunkett
Entertainment Writer
Every summer, just as there
are movies that people have to
go see, there are album' relea ed
~ that everyone should hear, and this
summer was no different.
Though there were many good
albums relea ed over the summer
_
and many artists who really stol;
the spotlight, in my opinion there
were three releases that really
stood alone from the rest, and
stood strong. Those particular
~ releases are from Paramore, The
Rocket Summer and Common
all of which released solid album~
~ from start to finish.
Paramore, back with their
sophomore release, Riot!, on
Fueled by ramen, came back and
proved just who they are. The
album, consisting of 11 songs that
can really be played nonstop with
no dull moments, proves that this
band from Franklin, Tenn. is not
just a one-album wonder.
Lead singer Haley Williams
is back, of cour 'e, with her
mesmerizing vocals laid on top
of tracks that will be sure to get
you up and moving. The new
single, "Misery Business," is
what Williams calls "one of the
most shameful song " that she s
e er written. That ong along
with "Born for This," and a new
recording of "Hallelujah,' give the
CD its really heavy hitters.
Bryce Avery is back again a
The Rocket ummer with his third
relea e, Do You Feel, and back
in a more mature way. A more
refined, and almost harder ound
comes through on this album,
released on L land records, while
still remaining true to his dancepop roots.
This high energy 13-track
album starting off with "Break It
Out" is sure to have you up and
moving until the end, or until you

;:;l1lI
1.1.1

>
1.1.1
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pas out. The album is packed
with vibrant songs, and the slow
ballads that he i known for on
each album such as ··Run To You"
on this new album.
It ends with an electrifying
track, ··So In This Hour." Also
available on iTunes is a cover of
Colin Hay's "1 Just Don't Think
I'll Ever Get Over You," that
Bryce remakes, and gives it his
patented Rocket Summer flare.
The album from beginning to end
will hold do more than just hold
your interest.
Chicago-based
rapper
Common came back this summer
with another release trying to
follow up his Grammy-winning
release Be, with an even stronger
release, Finding Forever. Common
decided to work with Kanye West
again after the success of Be, and
they have done it again.
From start to finish, Common
will take you on a hip-hop journey
through the streets of Chicago
and back again. His poetic lyrics
actually have meaning to them and
will leave you going, ··did I just
hear thatT' His beats complement
those lyrics perfectly so there is no
down pot on this album.
The first single "The People'
speaks volume' on why he make
music and who he makes it for.
Featured on thc album are Lily
Allen, Kanye West, D'Angelo,
and a track produced by will.i.am
of the Black Eyed Pea .
Also on the 12-track album i
one of the freshest hip-hop songs
to be relea ed in a while, with
one of the best verses out there
(the econd one), "The Game,'
featuring OJ Premier. Common
has something for everyone on
this album.
In a summer filled with great
releases by great band these
three arti t~ and groups' really
came through \ 'ith solid albums,
and did not disappoint. Give them
a listen if you fee11ike some new
music. These are three albums that
will not let you down.

C rleeta
immons
freshman,
undeclared
major:
"We're
supposed to be
in college, 1 don't think we
should have banned the book."

c

c

freshman,
resort touri m
major:
"[ didn't really
ee what \va
bad about the
book."

ean 5 lIivan
freshman,
philosophy
major:
"I understand
they think it
questionable
material, but it kind of sucks
when you've already read the
book."

major:
"We paid the
money, we read
the book, "Ne
should have foll0 "Ned through
with the discus ion ."

Brian Barsum
freshman,
undeclared
major:
"I thin we
should have ju t
went through
with reading the book it
wa unfair with such hort
notice."

n
d

major:
'I \vish th y had
told U ooner
that it \va no longer
required reading. ·

· Kari Vander Weit's photo "Just
Haze" is this issue's Bes Shots Photo
Contest Winner! Kari ·s a jun·or
communication major fro
idland
Park, .J. The photo was ta e in t e
Celery Fields in Allendale, . .J.
I

Art gallery at CCU

S

originally practiced by the
Tibetan culture.
Staff Writer
The aCTed dance that ,ill
be performed
along with
In concordance with the the chanting, i a religiou
Franklin G. Burroughs- imeon experience hich i. believed
B. Chapin Art Museum, Coa tal to generate world healing. This
Carolina Uni rer ity' Rebecca energy-filled demon tration i
Randall' Bryan Art Gallery hundreds of year old and i a
present "The My tical Arts of hug part of the Tibetan belief,
Tibet." Produ ed by Richard te'timonie , and lifestyle.
Gere and Drepung Lo~eJing,
In addition to th mu ical
thi
exquisite exhibition i.
one of rare performance and
traditionallyarti tic beauty.
On Oct. 19 at 7:30 p.m. at
Wheelwright Auditorium, the
Bryan GaUery will ho. t «TIle
Mystical Arts of Tibet: a red
Music/ acred Dance." Thi
ritual performed by Drepung demon. tration,
Lo eJing monks of Tib 1. is CCU
gaJl ry
thought to create a connection is al 0 pre enting an
with higher power, and exhibit of sculpture and
belie 'ed to e en entice healing. photograph , con 'eying
The acred mu ic performed by the
ence of Tibetan
the monks is actually a way of Buddhi m, op ning on
chanting called zok-kay. What
cpt. 6. The photographs
this unique chant entail i three depict Tibetan p opJe and
chantmaster'
hamlOniou Iy aesthetic land capes, \\ hile
intoning three different notes the bronze culptures are
in order to create the ound of of enlighten being
one complete chord. This can be who ha eben
thought of as 'throat- inging.' reincarnated
This mu ical ability is a skill by choice

Claire Arambula

,

owcases T
for the purpo
of teaching.
The e
culptur
are dated
back to the 16th through 20th
centurie.
Cynthia Faro 11 diT tor of
the BI}lan Gallery. tated that
while he wa fir"t thinking of
the jd a to re ent Tib tan art
at CCU Pat Go dv. in of th
Burrough & Chapin gall I}
\
one tep ahead of her. ,. he
had already th ught to pre ent
the art, 0 thi i a \\ ay to aim
collab rat·.'
Taking pIa
at the
Burrough
& Chapin
Art 1u eum in Myrtle

Bea h n Oct. 9, i th op ning
rem n) for th
andala and
Painting E 'hi iti n. Mandala
i a v. ord meaning , a red
co mogram.' To co tru
a
mandala, th
monks create
a diagram on a flat round
platform and th n fill n th
line vith olorful
nd on
grain at a time through a me al
funne1. A
rdmg t th
gaUery' drr to
G d in
th

rk

) th ir
a 19n f
fan that

diagram
mandala m an
diffi Tent thin . Th m
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ENTERTAIN YOURSELF I Music, movies, books, games and cartoons
Mixing it up: A mix CD just for you
Chuck Plunkett
Entertainment Writer
As some of you mayor may
not know, I have spent my days
hus far at The Chanticleer writing
about what I love, mu ic. Profiling
bands, writing CD reviews; I
have just been looking for a way
to spread good music, but so far I
question my success in doing so.
This summer I was trying
to think of a way of how I can
spread music to many people,
and I thought about how I do it
for friends of mine, I make them
mixes. So here I am, making you
a mix.
Every issue of The Chanticleer
will be coming up with a track
list of ongs, covering as many
genres as I pos ibly can, that you
mayor may not want to try out,
and I will be leaving that, and the
method in which you obtain the

songs, up to you.
Now before you go getting
all, 'who does this guy think he
is trying to force his music on
meT just know that I am not what
some may call a "musical snob,"
I just simply love music. I love
the music I listen to, and I feel
many people could enjoy some
of the things that hit my ears, but
in many cases they may not have
heard of that artist, or possibly
even that song.
So here I am compiling the
first list by myself, with a little
help from my roommate, and
delivering you what I consider to
be my 'heavy hitters.' Songs that
I have loved for a while, by some
musicians who still aren't "out
there, ' and some who are, but I
feel they don't get enough play.
Many of the songs are on there
because they're almost irresistible,
and infectious.

I eventually would like to see
this grow, and for other people to
use it as a way to spread music
they love as well. I want to
open this up to you, if you have
anything good to say about the
mixes, any criticism, or if you feel
that a certain song should be on
the next mix, or one in the future,
send me a message over the great
communicator of Facebook.
I will also put the songs on
my profile for easy locating and
change them from mix to mix,
which will make them easy to
locate and to check out if you are
o inclined.
I am really interested in what
you have to say and I hope thi will
allow people to find some smaller
group that really deserve some
love, and hopefully for people to
send me songs that I haven't heard
and wind up loving.

01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.
09.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Ted Leo & The Pharmacists - "Me and Mia"
Go! Team - "Junior Kickstart"
Cold War Kids - "We Used to Vacation"
Common - "The Game"with OJ Premier"
DJ Shadow - "Broken Levee Blues"
Living Legends - "Moving at the Speed of Life
(Aesop F. Slug)"
Pepper- "Ashes"
Matt Wertz - "Red Meets Blue"
Jamie Cullum - "Photograph"
The Rocket Summer - "Brat Pack"
The Legion of Doom - "Quiet Screaming"
Paramore - "Hallelujah "
Daft Punk - "Harder, Better, Faster, Stronger" .
The Higher - "Insurance"
The Hush Sound - "Wine Red"
Citizen Cope - "Sun's Gonna Rise"
People in Planes - "Narcoleptic"

ACROSS
2. Edwards Humanities & Fine Arts
5. Exams
7. Class agenda
9. Sci. 101 and corresponding_
12. Dining hall
13. Text_
14. Office of Student Activities and
Leadership
15.
access

DOWN
1. A writing utensil
3. First year students
4. Wake up call (2 wds) .
6. Class schedule & assignment
sheet
8. Home assignments
10. New WebCT
11. Chauncey

Last
Ditch
Effort
By John
Kroes
12008 John KI"OM

Top Five
1. Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows - J. K.

m

0

Rowling
0
2. A Thousand Splendid "
Suns - Khaled Has eini • (I)

3. Garden Spells - Sarah
Addi. on Allen
4. The SanctuaryRaymond Khoury
5" Play Dirty - Sandra
Brown

1. Halloween
~
- $30 591,759
2. Superbad
- $15,852,355
PI
3. Balls of Fury
(I)
-$14,111.454
4. The Bourne
Ultimatum - $13 390,340
5. Rush Hour 3
- $10,839,063

o
<

1. Fergie - "Big Girls
Don t Cry"
2. Soulja Boy - "Crank
That"
3. Kanye West - "Stronger"
4. Tiinbaland (Feat. Keri
Hilson) - "The Way I
Are"
5. Sean Kingston"Beautiful Girls"

(J)

0
Z
G)
(I)

Top five books according to
barnes and Noble's Weekly
Hardcover Fiction list. Top
five movies according to
the total weekend gross
from Aug. 31 to Sept. 3. Top
five songs according to the
Billboard Hot 100.
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Summer haze fi Is
the nation, tour
comes to .C.
tyle .
Toward the end of Ozomatli'
Staff Writer
show. fog eeped out onto the tage.
Appearing on an intere ting et
Cary, N.c. -- Fre h beat filled de ign wa Slightly toopid. ot
the .air a eager fans cheered on only did Stoopid play their older
the talent during the Summer Haze reggae rock piece, but at 0 Longs
Tour. The three bands, G. Love and from their late t . tudio relea~e
Special Sauce, Slightly Stoopid and Chronchitis.
Ozomatli, shared their flair acros
The new album feature the
the nation.
hip-hop arti t Gune, the ka and
. The band kicked off their tour punk performer :,-ngelo Mo reo
on Aug. 3 in San Diego Calif. G. Lo 'e and member ~ from the
planning to top in 22 different Bea tie Boys. toopid it ed an array
locations. The three bands are still of in trwnents while entertaining
making their summer round.
including a axophone and trumpet.
The band recently visited Cary,
While Slightly
oopid wa
N.C. at the Regency Amphitheatre. jamming. the cro d exploded a G.
Fans definitely got their money'
Love trolled on to th tag, in hi
worth after the five-hour outdoor orange high top ike, playing hi
concert. The atmosphere and mu ic harmonica. Eventually the re t of
attracted all type of people.
pedal Sauce pre en ted them elve
The crowd was very energetic in front of the ra ing mob. The
as other fans ju t floated around. It excitement a they were playing was
was clear to ee that G. Love was
0 inten e that fan
began cro\\ d
not the only one who "like cold
urfing and running onto the. tage.
beverages."
Judging from the fan~ reaction
Beginning the night wa th Latin the concert as a huge mu. ical
ucces. The band deli ered their
funk band Ozomatli, who recently
won a Grammy award. Ozomatli mu. ic and played off the crowd
forme.d in 1996 in Lo Angeles. energy very well. Even though the
ummer Haze Tour i' oon coming
They joined together becau 'e of
their imilar activi t ,ie\\ point, to an en<L there will at 0 be a fall
which are also expres:ed through tour where they will i it areas they
their songs. Ozomatli is well-known mis ed during ummer Haze.
for their various ranges of musical

Elaine Urban

Press photo

G. Love and Special Sauce appeared with Slightly Stoopid
in Cary, N. C. recently as part of the Summer haze tour.

For more information or to pic up a applicati n or pr01ITam
materiaL, top by the Office of International Pro ram and e
Laurel Hall or email internati nalpr gram @coa tal. du
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mineye interact
it
tudent poets
Rayte\'ia E·\'ans
leature.' l~dilor
"I'm not a p( 1;'
aid
emineye the iSitOi for the
.poken \Vord e, ellt recently held
in the \Vheel righ AuditOJ;um.
Tl1C sp 1ell word al1i tip ct
performed f\ num ber f 1 ieee
for the (udience catching til ir
attention "ith poetr' about
que tIons. gO\emmental issues.
ar. 10\ e nd
Gemineye had h '0 I lieS
\\. hlle pe mun for the oa 1'al
Carolil a Ulli crsit) c mmUnif):
.brary qUietne s i ut and ask
ue hon. He recci\;ed mRfly
reactim from the etO -d when
he lccited uch 1ine as • \hat are
., ou fightIng for" and "Touchin~
Of leone' . sou I i why [ got on thi
mi . s qnietl1c CClIl not dc clibe
1he emotion of hi poet))' and the
en rgy that he re eived.
He intern ted Nith the crowd
and r~cited such poem as "\Vhy
I \\ rite, ' ':Fallta y:- "R aliti' and
"The \Vhat Poem." pontancous
applau'c and yelling occurred
\ -hen the pUlpose of each poem
was revealed.
J

Better Ingredients.
, mine.. e be am all audience
member durmg th~ Student Po try
1 m after hi~ () ~11 perfonnunce .
Sophomore Jc se Ford perfonned
ot YOU! Ty pica] lack J'''14m,''
He \\" folh v-,ed by Keri Mylekn. .
a s 11lor sophomore Jer Ill)
Jolm OD. graduate tudent Oman
Fo "," and Antomo Pee, th nev,,'
programming specialbt 10 tudent
Affair.
The art' ·tlpoet eamed hI
bachelor's and master' degree~ at
the ni\'crsit) of lban' and \ a
a featw'ed artist at the National
. oClation for Campu Acthities
n.:glOnal and national con~ fenccs.
He ppcared 011 llB(Ys "Ru ell
imm 1 S - Oef PO"tl " in both
2003 an 1 2004. He rc ited <'The
Re peet Poem."$ the poem that wa .
chosen to air on. the BBO S 'ies
for the CC . audience.
Gemineye has perfonned for
col1ege and hIgh school students
throughout the coun .;'
This CVCll1 was Co- "ponsored
by Coastal Productions BO(lrd and
ceu's chapter of the ~AACP.

Be ter Pizza.

o

HI R

jPO TI
I)APAJOH

ALtGR

]

S OR

Sl~

WE NOW HAVE ANY OPENINGS FOR OTIVATED PEOPLE
WHO WANT TO EARN A COMPETITIVE HOURLY WAGE,
ILEAGE PAY & T PS IN A FUN ORKI G ENVIRON E T
WITH A FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE! THIS IS A PERFECT PAR TIME OR FULL-TIME JOB OR COLLEGE STUDENTS, AND
HOS IN N ED OF EX RA MONEY!

• $1.50 MILEAGE COMPENSATION
• WE OFFER HANDS ON TRAINING AND PAID
ORIENTATION
• CUSTOMER SERVICE AND IN STORE EXPERIENCE
• BASIC COMPUTER SKILLS
• CASH MANAGEMENT SKILLS
• ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

• PIZZA DISCOUNT WITH ALL CARRY OUT
ORDERS

PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON. NO PHONE CALLS. YOU
MUST BE 18YRS OR OLDER. BRING OUR GENERAL
MANAGER A VALID DRIVER'S LICENSE, PROOF OF
INSURANCE, A 3YR MOTOR VEHICLE RECORD, A
COMPLETED APPLICA 10 ,AND A SMILE
YOU MAY ALSO APPLY ONLINE

@

SNAGA)OB.CO

PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Pre. I hoto

Gemfneye a spoken word anlst/poet, performed for CCU
community.
l
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STUDENT SPOTLIG T

On Step

bu y :chedule and her famil
pnontte Robert till manage
Staff ij'riter
to maintain an out tanding grade
The
2006-2007
Student point average.
Dr. ancy Ratcliff i. Rob rts'
Employee of the Year Award wa.
given to early childhood education advi:er and in tructor at CU.
., he i a tellar tudent
major Stephanie Robert for her
o crall achie cment in area of declared Ratcliff of Rob rt .' h
work and tudy.
do
impe cable \ ork. and
Robert i' emplo.:ed at Kimb I high goaL and e'p ctati n
Library a the Media Student her elf."
According to Ratcliff. R bero'
A i tan1. under Ann Hamilton.
'" ort of do the upkeep of the quality of profe.. iona} demeanor
ju enilebook ,CD DVD~,media really tand out and h i
and textbook a well a' their "alway on time, alway pr pared
web page " explained Rob rt , h goe abo e and bey nd and
She i. al 0 reo pon ible for tht:: ha a po itive attitude. '
numerou di. play the library d
Robert ' de ire to b . th be t
up.throughout the year.
In addition to \ 'orking at the too.
, he i the in tigator" . aid
library and balancing cIa e'
Robert
intern:
at
a 'ide Ratcliff. .• h \\ ant a11 th kill.
Elementary
chool,
teaching to b a tea her. and he ab olut ly
econd-gradt::r .
'ill be a \\ ond rful a
She ha'
ohmt en::d with
everal organization
through
Horry County, and i' a member of
Kappa Delta Pi the honor ociety
for education majors. De 'pite her

Claire

rambula

Robert ~
employe
work ethi
A a

fr m other ~ tud nti her enthu ia m h r
and h r g d natur .
married nontraditional

The Scoop
9 : 28 - as 0 Sep 6'

FOR 2006

Good until 12/31/07

Phone 843 236-4232
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3784 Renee Drive
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_
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It is the poliq or Coastal CaroliM
University to view each hurricane
threat as an extremely hazardous
condition and to first minimize m.e
risk to students, faculty and stafF,
and second, to protect university
property;.

In the event of an emergency;
cOIDlnlUlicattons will be posted
on tLis Web page. via the
following:

and

FOR STUDENTS• Main pageofCCUWebsite: .

•

www.ooastal.eOtt .
Ma.ss e..niailjvitlt s~ject~e: .....

CCUAdvisory.e4u
• Student bodine:(843) 349~2079
• · University marquee on
Highway 50~, COnway
• Media notification

a.ssignments.
.... When dassei are cancdd, the Ornce of the Provost \vill notifv all academic
deans. Each dean is rl'Spollsible ttlr notifying the faculty of his or h~r school or
area of class cancellations. 1f classes are cancded, faculty and starT arc c.xp~c[ed
to report to work. If employees are unable to report to work \vht:n class~s are
canceled, they should contact thcir supervisors to make arrangem~nts for taking
annual leave or compensatory time. Employees arc not expected to risk dangerous
traveling conditions to report to \\'ork.
.... If a Hurricane Warning is issued by the Nar10nal Wcather Sel'vice, students
,vhn reside in the residence halls may he advised to travel home or inland prinr to
the onset of adverse weather conditions. Students who live in the residence halls
should communicate. as appropriate, ,vith their RAs and with their parents as to
\vhere thc} will be going and a tdcphlmc number, if available, where they may
be reached. For residence hall students whose options for travel are limited, the
univer!>iry ,viII maintain space for these student~ or ,.vill a.s~ist in the transportation
of these students w emergency shelters, 3S d signated hy the Am cric an &xi Cross.
Students who reside off campus (not in univerSity residence halls) should seek
shelter at sites designated by the Am~rican Red Cross:

FOR FACULTY/STAFE

FOR PARENTS AND THE
COMMUNIT¥
• Main pageo£CCUWeL site: .

WW\v.c:oastai.edu

.... Prior to a hllIricane emergency~ President David DeCenzo, or his design~e,

will convene the Committee on Emergency Operations for briefings and

.

• University marquee on

· Highway 501, Conway
• Media notification
.. For additional CJ1le$tions,
contact the Department of Public
Safety at (843) 349..217!7.

.,.. Even \vhen classes arc cancel~d, the university will remain open unles the
Governor closes the institution. Faculty and staff arc expected to repon to \vork,
or make arrangements for annual leave or compensatory rime, until the Governor
issues a closing declaration. If the threat of a hurricane exists, [leulty and staff
should UTlplug all equipment - c"Ipecially computers - in their arca~ prior to
leaving campus.
.." The univcrsit/s decision to cancel da.'Ises or special cven~ is made
independently of a decision made by the Horry County Schools. Unless an
annOllIlcement specifically S<lYS C{)<lSc.ll Carolina Univcrsity has canceled da.c;st!S,
stUdents should a.s~ume classes vy·ill be held as scheduled.
.., The llJliversiry has NOT been designared as an emergency shelter by the
American Red Cross. If an evacuatiLln is ordt:red, the American Red Cross \\111
issue a list of available shelters. ALL non-residcncc.hall students, f:1culty and ~taff
must leave campus 'when such an evacuation is ordered, c.xccpt fi)r emergency
operations personnel. The university is unable to provide ba.liic n('Cessirie.~ for
student~, faclllry and stafr during or in the aftermath of a hurricane.

~ FollmYlng a hurricane, movement to and from the campus may b'~ restricred.
.. All official announcements;. wiU
Persons who musr be available fdlowing a hurricane, to pror<..'C( university
be made from the Qffite ofth¢ ,
property, mu ( be on campus prior to the arrival of the storm.
Presideat
<: C) A S TAL. CAR (:) L. I N A U N I V E -R SIT Y
~>~ ',~ "£
•
,
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Kyle Drapeau
Staff Writer
In the past, there have been
movies that have gone on to
become blockbusters. At the same
time, some movies are outright
flops that fail to inspire even the
most generous movie-goers.
This 'summer was touted by
many to be one of the top-grossing
summers in years. Big names and
big titles covered the calendar
from May through August. With
the summer now winding down,
a review of its blockbusters and
its bombs seems the next logical
step . .

Su

e

o

ployee s a e

A student and t eater e

I·st of good, bad s m

Ii 'e men and a ca dri er
ob e ed with bing an Am nc
and you e g t the boring~' u h
Hour 3."

c

e

fi
lU

Blockbusters
1. "Transformers"
When this film was announced
in 2006, you would've been
pressed to find omeone more
excited than me (apart from the
masses of 40- umethings with
every action figure ever assembled
sitting on shelves in their mother's
basement).
I can safely say that no movie
was more impre ive to me this
summer than "Transformers."
Visually, this movie does not let
the eye go wanting.
With stars like Shia LeBouf
and Megan Fox, a well as
musician-turned-actor
Tyrese,
it had the star power necessary
to be the summer's top grossing
movie. I could find no fault in
this movie, as I saw it five times
over the course of its tenure at
Cinemark. "Transformers" is sure
to be on my DVD rack the day of
its release.

Bo'
p

Ca~

10

CH

e

thi movie cam
Goblin came to th
different comedic element a one
of it's themes is Old Age v. ew
Technology. "Live Free or Die
Hard" is definitely a blockbuster
for the 2007 summer sea on.

3. "Knocked Up'
There had to be a comedy on
the list and none came close to the
blunt and abrasive en e of humor
in "Knocked Up." Seth Rogen
star as the party animal who is
content with smoking a certain
herb and consuming massive
amounts of a certain drink and
Katherine Heigl plays the role of
the up-and-coming T.v. reporter
who IS driven and purposed.
The jokes ne er stop a
the cIuele s father-to-be and
increasingly frustrated expecting
mother butt heads on everything
from drug use to baby books. In the
end, "Knocked Up" is a hilarious
foray into the life of accidental
parent and will be worth buying
when it hits stores on DVD.

automatically get the blockbuster
nod. Kiera Knightley and Orlando
Bloom don't hurt the mo ie's star
power, either.
Thi third and final installment
was much better than the econd
film "Pirate of the Carribean:
Dead Man' Chest," which acted
as a two and a half hour et-up
for this mo ie. A nice twi t at the
end and another at the end of the
credits make thi movie a definite
blockbuster for t e ummer of
2007.

lacked only cIo ure, as it' ending
left the audience wondering 'what
nowT

Bombs
1.

Man in th final battl

4.

_10
Kno
ho it ed ife'
A if her per~ onal i ue
weren t enough Lin day Lohan
reminded me that he ~h uld hang
up her proverbial boot and top
acting with . I Know Who ']Jed
Me."
The plot can be . ummed up
5. "The Bourne Ultimatum"
like thi : "The Parent Trap" plu
The la t film on my blockbu ter murder. The acting wa terrible.
list also end a trilogy. Fan ha e E en the cene of gore
hich
2. "Live Free or Die Hard"
followed Ja on Bourne from can ometime be ahorrormo rie'
This was a shoe-in for second
Morocco to France and beyond in
a ing grace. 'ere a jo e and th
place on the blockbuster list
his que t to find out who he really cau ed me to la gh rather than
simply because of its ability to
is and why he can't remember tum away.
hold the attention of the viewer
anything about hi life.
I alway enter a movi with
from start to finish. This movie
"'The Bourne Ultimatum' tie
an open mind but I left thi one
is as action-packed as any of the
up all the 100 e ends. without with the intent of never atching
summer's big names.
being ju t a ummation of the anything with Lohan again.
Less than five minutes into the
previou two rno rie . A trilogy
movie a house explodes. For the
famou for it' fantastic fight 2. '''Rush Hour 3~
first time in the Die Hard series, 4. "Pirates of the Carribbean: scene, this movie deliver in
Wo . Honestly I expected
John MacLane (Bruce Willis) has a At World's End"
that department as well. A this more from Jackie Chan. Chri
sidekick in Matthew Farrel (Justin
First of all, there's Johnny film features rno tly Matt Damon, Tucker. thank you for once again
Long) instead of just talking to Depp. Since he rarely, if ever, turn acting wa trong in tbi movie
houting for 90 minute . I can't
himself throughout the film. This in a poor performance, this movie and he carried it welL
wait to see him in a rno rie where
slightly altered formula adds a
'''The Bourne Ultimatum"

id of pid r-
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.C.'R.E.A.M. prOlTIotes Coastal spirit

CORNER

Raytevia Ev' os

on.
S.C.R.E.A.M.
( 'tudcnts .C.R..E,A. 1. l1COllrage many
Commonl) Re:toring FnUlU 'ia.·m stud nts to join th ir organization
at thletic Matche.). upport the to help upport the athlete~ and the
Coa'taJ 'aroJina Univer.'ity·~ athl te a1 th different c~ents -l1ce _~ of C
S. .R E. .~. meeting are
atltletc, have many fan' at by ho\ving the 1110 t h ntic1 er
their e -ent
rooting them pride. \\lith arollnd ] 30 m mb rs, held in the WaH building Room
309 on Monda) at 7: I. p.m.
1 he organization ke p up \\ ith
the upcoming athletic e 'cnt ' and
mal e plan to be there 10 ho\\
tm chooJ sp irit.
The rncm r' fee i
10 for
1h~ fall 2007 seme ter. 'I hi tee j"
due on , cpt. 10 thi ' :eme t r. The

Feature>.! Editor

1

Left to right: Mary Ann Long, Hanna Jones, andy
Przybylowski, Krystle Ludwig, Ashlee Hendrix and Nikki
Kuenzel

Available

Open

on.-Fr".
9-5
S tur ay
9-3

•

Many of the student \'cr
im olved from (he fi (da.· the
tepped foot on campu .
"1 hav b en a III mb r sinc
frcshman ) ear and I love it .. ~~id
Lauren "1 0" Pirie ajunj r double
majonng in commulllcation and
politica] scienc .
h n embers arc friendt· and
njo' hOt ting at e ell c 'ent t
ho\' love 11 r the hanti 1 crs.
,] like going to the gam _If
just so much fun to go out then::
to upport the team::' . id Li .
Piere ''. a junior resort tOllri 'm
manag m nt major.
Th lub encourage \ ryonc
who ha ChantiC] r pint to join
in on repre tHing CCU .
For more intbllllation, contact
S.C.R.t. .M. at cream a ~oastal.
du or on tact til a vis'rs

\\1 bsit

\\ \!2. oa taLcdul cream

are Monda and v-.'edneda~ 11
a.m. t l p.m. and Tu da) and
1 hm da 12:30 p.m. to 4 p.m

: Advisers: Chris Donevant; Haines and Kelly oore

club o11"\;r' ' .. R.E.A.M. T- hiI1.,
j When: ondays at 7:15
S.C.R.E.A.M. card. face p, inting
. p.m.
tailgating and thc.' participat in
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A. General Principles of
Academic Freedom
Free speech is the foundation upon
which a great university is built. For this
reason, no institution in a democratic
republic should be more vigilantly protected
from attacks on free speech-from subtle,
barely noticeable nods in that direction to
full-bore assaults-than a university.
In an academic setting, free speech
takes the form of academic freedom, a
condition that both nurtures and protects
the dissemination of ideas through the
process of dialogue. Since dialogue,
whether expressed in written or oral
exchange, is the main avenue to intellectual
growth, the academic freedom required to
encourage and achieve dialogue should
be valued by everyone affiliated with the
university. Unless students, staff, faculty,
and administration uphold and keep
inviolate the principle of free thought
and expression, education becomes an
mpty exercise. A person committed to a
healthy educational process either abides
by the principle of academic freedom or
succumbs to its multiform antithesisclosed-mindedness, stifled curiosity,
ideological narrowness, and hesitation to
seek, much less know, truth.
When free speech is challenged,
perhaps even without an act that might
legally or technically be defined as
censorship, then a wave of anxiety can be
expected to wash over those most invested
in safeguarding academic freedom. Those
people can also be expected to resist
each and every sign of censorship. We
in the English Department believe it is
ur responsibility to respond to threats to
academic freedom-to read, write, and
teach about such threats-and In so doing
we exercise the very academic freedom
that is always vulnerable yet always
indispensable.

B. Administrative Intervention
in the Big Read's Use of Goat: A
Memoir
The
First-Year
Experience
is sanctioned and funded by the
administration of Coastal Carolina
University. Among its other duties, the FYE
s charged with supervising the Big Read
program, an undertaking accomplished
through the efforts of a committee
comprised of students, staff, and faculty. At
the end of an exacting process based on
the perusal, discussion, and evaluation of
texts recommended and/or used by similar
programs at colleges and universities
nationwide, the Big Read Committee's
choice for August 2007 was Goat: A
Memoir. After this title was approved by all
appropriate administrators, including thenProvost Dr. David DeCenzo, hundreds of
incoming students were informed that they
were expected to purchase and read the
ook during the summer in preparation for
their required 100-level FYE classes.

The three official goals and objectives
of the Big Read are (1) to introduce
students to creative and critical thinking
skills; (2) to introduce students to various
types of creative and critical expression;
(3) to have a common intellectual
experience.
The theme for the Big Read 2007 was
"integrity."
On 14 August 2007, a memo written
by Provost Robert Sheehan was delivered
to all university staff and faculty. In this
memo Dr. Sheehan announced a sudden
change in the Big Read. The purpose of the
memo, Dr. Sheehan wrote, was to "clarify
several changes that I am recommending
for Fall, 2007." The most dramatic
change that Dr. Sheehan "clarified" was
"requesting postponement of the Big Read
requirement of Goat: A Memoir" in order
to "permit time for further discussion of
this selection for first-year students." Dr.
Sheehan then asked that FYE instructors
consider Goat: A Memoir to be "optional
reading with no grading impact on
stUdents in their classes." Not noted in
the memo was Dr. Sheehan'S decision to
cancel the scheduled appearance of Brad
Land, Goat's author. In effect, "The Big
Read" was cancelled.
Two terms left unclarified in a memo
purporting to clarify were -requesting" and
"asking." The Provost was instructing all
faculty members intending to stick with
Goat to suspend any plans they may have
had to assess student comprehension of
the text through standard and acceptable
grading procedures. This is how a
"request" becomes an order.

C. Concerns Voiced by English
Faculty
In the wake of the Big Read
cancellation The Department of English
met to consider a collective response.
The fruit of that discussion is this list of
objections to Dr. Sheehan'S decision to
"make optional" Goat and to cancel Brad
Land's public reading:
1. The content of Dr. Sheehan's memo
undermines and devalues the work of the
Big Read Committee.
In the spring of 2007, the Big Read
Committee performed their duties to the
letter. Their selection was forwarded to
the Office of the Provost, where it was
unconditionally approved. The work of
everyone involved in the arduous process
of research, selection, and approval was
invalidated by Dr. Sheehan'S memo.
2. The content of Dr Sheehan'S memo
raises the specter of distrust, making a
highly unfavorable impression on new
faculty and job applicants.
The Department of English is troubled
by the Provost's reference to "a number
of concerns, both on-campus and offcampus, regarding CCU's requirement of
this text for all new students in the FYE
Big Read." The crux of the crisis lies here.
"Number" is as vague as "concerns."

How many concerns were there, what
was the nature of them, and in what
specific ways did Goat raise them? Who
exactly were these concerned readers?
Were they first-year students, parents
of first-year students, instructors who
had willingly volunteered to participate
in the FYE program, or "interested"
parties only peripherally connected to
the University community? Indeed, were
they actual readers or individuals reacting
to secondhand accounts of the book's
content?
Dr. Sheehan's assertion that "the fit
between this text and the FYE Big Read
is less than perfect" is another alarmingly
vague statement that provides no
concrete basis for a unilateral dedsion to
cancel the Big Read. Certainly a decision
as precipitous as the Provost's should be
backed by specific reasons, especially
given the fact that any administrator might
say with an equal lack of specificity that
there will never be a perfect fit between any
subsequent selection and the goals of the
Big Read. In an educational atmosphere
compromised by this kind of uncertainty,
the Big Read Committee could never do
its work without fear of backlash fueled by
ambiguous administrative directives.
3. The content of Dr. Sheehan's memo
signifies de facto censorship.
Dr. Sheehan may have intended
ambiguity to act as a screen to fend off
determined objections among attentive
faculty, but it does not hide the deeply
troubling fact that many, possibly all,
untenured faculty now feel pressured
to cancel all classroom requirements
pertaining to Goat. Furthermore, if the
cancellation of Brad Land's appearance
does not constitute censorship, then
we can only conclude that this wordindeed, this concept-means one thing
to administrators and another thing to the
countless students, staff, and instructors
who are willing to protect their academic
freedom.
4. The content and timing of Dr.
Sheehan'S memo forced FYE instructors
to change their syllabi at the eleventh
hour, transforming an activity that was to
be the centerpiece of FYE into an optional
(and institutionally discouraged) exercise.
This unfortunate timing of the
decision (four days before classes were to
commence) suggests the administration's
indifference to the fact that many faculty
members dedicate significant time to
planning and writing syllabi for distribution
to students. The Provost's memo suggests
a "thanks, but no thanks' attitude towards
weeks of training, reading, and planning
that faculty had spent preparing for the Big
Read. Instructors may now view any work
they do as part of the Big Read program
as tentative insofar as administrative fiat
may force them to change lesson plans at
very short notice.
6. The content of Dr. Sheehan's
memo contradicts or subverts several
points codified in the Mission Statement

of Coastal Carolina University, thereby
damaging the university's credibility.
A few extracts from the university's
Mission Statement reveal the extent to
which the Provost's decision runs counter
to the ideals of dignity, rational thinking,
and tolerance the university professes
to cherish. It is difficult to reconcile the
cancellation of the Big Read with CCU's
stated dedication to "the pursuit of wisdom
and goodness in an environment where
intellectual understanding is encouraged,
individual dignity respected, and creatwity
stimulated." The university's pledge "to
provide a rational view of the world and
human experience through studentcentered participatory learning to help
students make intelligent and informed
decisions as free and active citizens in
modern society" suddenly rings falsehow could students do these things if
they were discouraged from reading an
allegedly controversial book?-as does
the otherwise fine sentiment that CCU
consistently embraces "a sense of ethics
honesty, truth, and justice, a willingness t~
accept responsibility for one's own actions
and choices ... and a respect and tolerance
for the ideas, values, and opinions of
others. Goat, if left to work its particular
magic (or, for that matter, to impart its
particular controversial impact) on more
than a thousand first-year students would
have gone far in helping to make CCU's
statement of intent a hard reality rather
than a rhetorical wish-fulfillment.
7. The content of Dr. Sheehan's
memo presumes, without evidence, that
Goat does not meet the criteria of the Big
Read.
The stated goals of the Big Read
program lie within compass of the study
of Goat, as does the theme of integrity.
During the selection process, students,
staff, faculty, and administration concluded
that Goat would satisfy these goals and
serve this theme well. Since Dr. Sheehan
chose not to list some of the ·on-campus
and off-campus' objections to Goat nd
some of the ways in which he, along with
an undisclosed number of other skeptics,
thinks the book fails to satisfy the Big
Read's three goals and theme, we must
protest.
When Dr. Sheehan notes in his memo
that "there is no selection that would be
universally welcomed by all members of
the campus community,' he has stated the
best argument against his own dismissal
of Goat. Leaving the relative quality of
Goat aside, we must emphasize the fact
that all great books create controversy,
raise objections, and (a word left unspoken
but implied by the Provost) are capable of
"offending" readers. To focus (since Brad
Land is an American citizen and author)
on American literature, one classic text
after another was written and published
in order to shake up the status quo. Ben
Franklin delighted in offending certain
readers; Thoreau, Emerson, Melville,
and Poe made explicit, fearless assaults
on conventional thinking; Dickinson
and Whitman sought to undermine
indiscriminate authority; Douglass, Twain,
Chopin, Faulkner, Frost, Stein, Baldwin,
Hughes, Gilman, Cummings, Steinbeck,
D

Ginsberg and Morrison, along with dozens
of other classic American writers, did not
shrink from exposing uncomfortable truths
about American life. Any book by anyone
of these canonical writers could be cited
for not meeting the goals of the Big Read if
the main criterion for citing them, as it was
in the case of Brad Land, 'was the fact that
their texts created "a number of concems'
among readers.
8. The content of Dr. Sheehan's memo
sets a dangerous precedent by implying
that avoiding difficult material is preferable
to facing it.
An unintended consequence of the
Provost's decision is to make faculty
and staff aware that ·concerns, both oncampus and off-campus" can now lead
to the cancellation of a Coastal Carolina
University academic program. Are there
other books-now taught or to be taught
in the future-that are vulnerable to such
·concerns"? More broadly, will a play by
the Theatre Department, a show in the
Art Gallery, or a program planned by the
Department of Music be sacrificed to
future ·concerns"? The Department of
English is, in many ways, the "Department
of Books." It is our job to guide students
to and through material that is challenging
and controversial-in other words, the
very material most likely to generate
"concerns."

D. Concluding Remarks
The issue at stake far transcends the
suppression of the Big Read Committee's
selection of Goat: A Memoir for FYE 2007.
"Concerns' are raised by all texts, including
canonical texts taught at every level and in
every course in the English Department.
These "concerns" should be, and typically
are, addressed at the appropriate time
and place by the instructor trained to deal
with them.
Having said this, however, the
English Department also acknowledges
Dr. Sheehan'S intention to organize and
implement a "broad discussion, this
Fall, on the purpose of the Big Read,
the selection guidelines and ways to
make this FYE program a productive
event for all new students in subsequent
years: Although the English Department
insists that FYE 2007 would have been
surpassingly productive with Goat as its
primary text, we simultaneously express
our sincere hope that the Provost's outlook
for a "broad discussion u is as optimistic as
ours, especially in terms of the academic
freedom we expect to be reaffirmed
without ambiguity at its conclusion. The
English Department is willing and eager to
enter a dialogue that will benefit all who
have a voice and a stake in a matter of
profound importance to intellectual life at
Coastal Carolina University.
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Kelly Moore
For The Chanticleer
Fir t of all, welcome back! I
hope you all have had a chance to
come out to some of the athletic
events over the past couple
weeks.
The volleyball team defeated
th College of Charleston during
their home opener. The Lady
Chants will be returning home on
Friday, Sept. 14 at 12:30 p.m. to
take on Gardner-Webb University.
We will be having many giveaways
throughout the season, such a Tshirt, free food, putt-putt and
much more.
Wednesday, Sept. 12 at 7
p.m. is the home opener of the
women's soccer against the Lady
Bulldogs from the Citadel. We
will be having a schedule magnet
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Support Coastal sports, wea-r teal to events

giveaway so make sure you get
there early. Make sure you stick
around at half time and you could
be the lucky one to compete for a
great prize.
The men's soccer team returns
home to take on Cal State Fullerton
on Sunday, Sept. 23; game time is
at 1 p.m. The team is off to a good
start with their victory over the
Duke Blue Devils. We will al 0 be
handing out magnets during this
game.
This Saturday, CCU's football
team takes on a tough Georgia
Southern team. Please come out
and support the Chants on their
quest for this victory! Wear your
teal colors. There will be many
T-shirts given away during the
game so be sure you make some
noise. Tickets for students go on
sale Monday morning at the ticket
office at the stadium ... use your ID
for a ticket.
Off and running! Both the
men's and women's cross country
teams are hosting the Coastal
Carolina Invitational on Sept. 14.
The event will take place at Quail
Creek Golf Course beginning at
5:45 p.m.
We hope to see you all out at
all of the events!

Fri. 9/14
12:30 p.m.

V. Buffalo University

Fri. 9/14
at 7 p.m.

V. Delaware University

Sat. 9/15
at 2 p:m.

V. South Carolina State University

Tue.9/18

at 7 p.m.

V. Charleston Southern University

Fri. 9/21
at 7 p.m.

CCU Invitational

Fri. 9/14
5:45 p.m.

V. UNC Wilmington

Fri. 9/14
7:30 p.m.

V. College of Charleston

Sun. 9/16
at 1 p.m.

V. Cal State Fullerton

Sun. 9/23
at 1 p.m.

Wed. 9/12
at 7 p.m.

V. North Florida University

Fri. 9/14 at
5 p.m.

V. Wagner University

Sun. 9/16

2:30 p.m.
V. Francis Marion University

Fri. 9/21 at
8 p.m.

Ping Fall Preview, West LafC:!yette t Ind.

9/22-23

V. Georgia-Southern University

Sat. 9/15 at

V. James Madison University

7 p.m.
Sat. 9/22 at
6p.rn.

The above picture is of Emily McColl (15)
and Emma Humphrie (28), two of my
fellow team captains of Coa ·tal 's women' .
soccer team. But in this picture they were
filling much larger roles as member of the
New Zealand women's national team. This
picture was taken after a world cup warm
up match against the US women's national
team in Chicago on Aug 12. I wa lucky
enough to have the opportunity to sit in the
stands of Soldier Field and watch my two
teammates, roommates and best friends
represent their country on one of the largest
stages in the sport. Beginning September
12 they will be walking on one of the
large t stage in all of sports as they will
be playing for their country in the Women's
World Cup in China. New Zealand's first
game is against Brazil followed by a game
against Denmark the 15 and against the
host country the 19.

8/25 - VS. lousvil L, 0-3

8/19 - VS. Duke W 2-1
8/26 - VS. Elon T 1-1
8/31 - VS. Florida Gulf

8/25 - VS. Memphis l, 0-3

Coast l2-3

8/28 - VS. College of
Charlseton W 3-1

9/2 - VS. Saint Joseph's
l2-3

8/24 - VS. louisville Invitational l, 2-3

9/1 - VS. Mcneese State
W 3-1
9/1 - VS. Troy l 0-3
9/1 - VS Samford l 2-3
Women's ,Soccer

9/3 - VS.Wofford L 2-3
9/5 - VS. Clemson l 0-5
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ngratu tt 0 ns to the following fres me

a Coas al Carolina

University who have received merit-based scho arship oIfere th 0 g e
university. Scholarships include the resident's Scholarship, the Pro 0 t chol h·p
Coastal Scholars Award, Honors Award, Academic Admissions A ard, and the or
County Higher Education Commission Leadership an Arts c olarshi
Student

Michael Abrahamson. Hudson Falls, NY
Sean Aldrich ..... Buffalo Grove, IL
Geoffrey Allen . . . . . . TImmonsville
Nicolas Agosto . . . . . . . . . Conway
Stephan Amann . . . . . . . Georgetown
Benjamin Andersen . . . Myrtle Beach
Brittany Anderson ...... Greenville
Farah Arnette . . . . . . . . . . . . . Latta
Christopher Asbell ....... Bonneau
Morgan Avant . . . . . . . . . . Conway
Alison Bair . . . . . . . ... Myrtle Beach
Tobias Banks . . . . . . Galivants Ferry
Harrison Barnes . . . . Moncks Corner
Stevie Barnett ......... Dover, PA
Darcy Barr . . . . . . . . . Myrtle Beach
Daniel Basse . . . . . . . . ... Villas, NJ
Jaret Beam .............. Cheraw
Bethany Beck ... Bethany Beach, DE
Jessica Beck . Huntington Station, NY
Samuel Bchr .... North Myrtle Beach
Victoria Behrens . . Merchantville, NJ
Brittany Belair ....... Myrtle Beach
Cori Bell . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... Loris
Adam Bennett . . . . . . . . . . Conway
Megan Bickford ........ Olathe, KS
Amanda Black . . . . . . . . . Bonneau
Madison Blair . . . . .. . Myrtle Beach
Chandler Boatwright . . . . . . Conway
Samantha Bolt .......... Rock Hill
Stephanie Bouzounis ... Mynle Beach
Kelsey Bowen ..... Westminster, MD
Jennifer Bowling ........ Little River
Kathryn Brazel ..... Easthampton, NJ
Zachary Bridges . . . . . . . . . Gaffney
Mary Britt ........... Georgetown
Christina Brock . . . . . . . . . ... Elgin
Eric Brooks . . . . . . . . . . . . Wallace
Gabriel Brooks ....... Myrtle Beach
Julia Brown ............. Conway
Robert Brown ....... Myrtle Beach
Ryan Brown ........ Myrtle Beach
Samantha Brown . . . . . . . . Conway
Wesley Brown .............. York
Tricia Burns ........ Waterbury, cr
Ian Cameron . . . . . . . . Georgetown
Emily Campbell ...... Myrtle Beach
TImothy Campbell . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . Hopewell Junction, NY
Rachel Canterbury .. Baldwin City, KS
Clayton Carlisle ....... Lake Wylie
Kelley Carmos . . . . . . . Myrtle Beach
Monica Caron . . . . . . . . . . .. Longs
Chrisrine Carpenter. King George, VA
Joshua Carraway . . . . . . . . . . Lugoff
Brittany Carte ..... Richmond, OH
Chad Carteret . . . . . . . . . Green ea
Drake Cartrette ..... Galivants Ferry
Patricia Casey . . . . . . . Murrells Inlet
Kelsey Catania ....... Myttle Beach
Jessica Chesney ....... Goshen, NY
Bronson Church . . . . . . . . . . Aynor
Caitlyn Clark .... Mechanicsburg, PA

Hometown

Horace Clark ..... Thomasville, NC
Julia Clark ..... Newpon lews, VA
Heather Coates. Washington C.H., OH
James Coleman . . . . . . . Georgetown
Steven Coty ......... Georgetown
Lesley Cox .......... John onville
Kathryn Cowles . . . . . . . . Florence
Jordan Cribb ........ Myrtle Beach
Roben Crimian ..... Warminster, PA
Tres a Crowley . . . ...... Columbia
Levi Curnutte . . . . Crystal Beach, FL
Devin Curtie . . . . . . . . . .. Conway
Emma Currin ...... Frederick, MD
Amber Dasalla ........ Little River
Monica Davenpon ..... Greenwood
Jessica Davis ........... Piakens
Kevin Davis . . . . . . . Horsham, PA
Michele DeCaprio .. Lindenhurst NY
Michelle Degirolamo . . .. ewell, NJ
Jeremiah Deloach . . ... Hilton Head
Eric Demarco . . . . . . . Mynle Beach
Brandy Dent ......... Little River
Angela Devincentis . . . . Myrrle Beach
Nicole Divita . . . . . . . Olney, MD
Christopher Draewell .... Columbia
icole Dudley ........... Aynor
Jordan Earhart ..... Matthews, C
Alexander Ellerbe . . . . . Georgetown
Brittni Engel ....... Defiance, OH
Derek Engels . . . . . . . Myrtle Beach
Andrew Ernst . . . . . . . . . . Seneca
Joshua Eurell ........... Conway
VIctoria Fant ............ Mullins
ean Fellows . . . . . . Bethlehem, NH
hannon Finnerty . . . . . Summerville
Amanda Fisher ...... Shaw A.F.B
Kelly fitzSimmons . . Baltimore, MD
Chelsea Fox ... Fredericksburg, VA
Hayley Franks ....... Myrtle Beach
Harrison Frawley ...... Lexington
tephanie Frey . . . . . Pawleys Island
Casey Friend ........... Johnston
Katlain Frontz ..... Mansfield, OH
William Frontz ...... Myrrle Beach
Brittney Gambino . .. urfside Beach
Bridget Garrity ... Upper Darby, PA
Dylan Garvin ...... Mount Pleasant
Nataly Garzon ......... Greenville
Christopher Gasser . . . Mynle Beach
Brandon Gerrald . . . . . Myrtle Beach
Charles Gillman . . . . . Littleton, CO
Jonathan Ginesi . . . . . . . . Clark, NJ
Marlene Gonzalez .... Myrtle Beach
Arleta Gorna . . . . . . . . . . . . Longs
Kasey Grainger . . . . . . . . . . Nichols
Kaitlyn Grady ..... Woodbine, MD
Charles Gray . . . . . . . Pawleys Island
Alicia Grier . . . . . . Hagerstown, MD
Anna Guilliams ....... Myrtle Beach
Michael Guyot .... Willimantic, cr
Carolyn H.,rnilton . . . .. us ex, NJ
Deava Harrelson . . . . . . . . . . Loris

Student

Hometown =Stu~d=en=t"--_ _ _ _--,,H,-,,-o=m=et=o=wn=

Sarah Hatchell . . . . . . . . . . . . Elgin
William Hawks . . . . Matthews, lC
Megan Hayes ............ Dillon
Sarah Heishman ...... Brogue, PA
Khadijah Henfield . . ., ummerville
Tamara Hicks . . . . . . . Williamston
Samantha Hollada ...... Barn ell
Lauren Holland ......... Marion
Benjamin Homan .. Cincinnati, OH
Hillary Hooks . . . . . . . Johnsonville
Kyle Hopfensperger . . . . . . . . Irmo
Matthew Howe .. tephentown, NY
Sara Hoy . . . . . . . . . . Murrells Inlet
Zachary Hudson . . . .. Imp onville
Shannon Huggins ... Galivants Ferry
Nicholas Hurff . .. omers Point, 1J
Joseph Isenb rg .•.... Murrells Inlet
Carlos Jenkin ........ Holly Hill
Dynisha John on . . . . . . . . Santee
Sarah Johnston ..... Essex Jct., VT
Stephen Jones . . . . . . . . . Katy, TX.
Jessica Keller .......... Alma, WI
Ross Kelly . . . . .. ugar Land, TX.
David Kennedy . . . . . Myrtle Beach
Rachel Kersse .... Woodbridge, VA
Roben Kimble.. ew Wmdsor, MD
Chelsy Kimes . . . . . . . Munster, 1 T
Michael Kimmel . . . . Dillsburg, PA
Brandi King . . . . .. urfside Beach
Shannon Klotsko .. Woodbridge, VA
Timothy Klug . . . . West Nyack,
Lindsey Kramer . . . . . Pe amo, 11
Alyssa Kuznia . ....... Ocean, J
Adam LaHaie . . . . Watkinsville, GA
Jessica Larnback .... NOM Augusta
Laura-Kay Lamonds .... Darlington
Wrtlliam Laney . . . . . . . . Pageland
Kelly Langeveldt ..... Myrrle Beach
Mitchell Lanier . . . . . . Bbcksburg
Nicholas Leger . . . . . Myrtle Beach
Hilary Lemoll ......... Greenville
Jenna Lemon .......... Conway
Zachary .,oberger ...... Woodruff
Haylie Long . . . . . . . . . Ash, C
Caitlin Lupo ......... Pitman, J
Katherine Lykins . . . Indianapolis, I l
Daniel Malone .... andwich, MA
Nathaniel Maloney .... Ridgway, PA
Rode ick Maloni ..... Mynle Beach
Melissa Martinez ... Hillsborough, 1J
Kairlin Mayo . . . . . . . Myrtle Beach
Leah Mazurkiewicz . . . . . . Conway
Thomas McBride ..... Manassas, fA
Caitlin McCallum ......... Dillon
Christopher McCoy ...... Rock Hill
Ian McDougal . . . . . . . . . . Conway
Brendan McHugh ..... Monroe, cr
Chelsea McKinne' . . . . . . Columbia
Elizabeth Mcleod . . . . . . Pinewood
Victoria Mcleod . . . . . .. umter
Megan Mc eill . . . . . . . . Conwa'
tephanie McVicker ... Myrtle Beach

Ashley Meissner ... Glen Gardner, lJ
eith Meyer . . . . . . . . . Lim River
John Milledge .... . .... Columbia
Brett Miller . . . . . . . Richmond, CY
amantha filler ........ Duncan
Jessica Mills . . . . . . . . . . Bonneau
Traci Mims . . . . . . . . . Myrtl Beach
J ica Mitchell . . . . . . . . . . Aynor
Danidle Morgan ........ Con a
Megan Mudron .... Bishopvill , MD
Brittany atale ...... Myrtle Beach
Kimberly cal ... Grand Forks, D
Kylie ilson ....... Dillsburg, PA
Jessica loll ........ Myrtle Beach
Lauren O'Donnell ........ Taylors
iegan Olind ....... Dearborn, MI
Anthony Palmi otto .. Manchesrer, J
Victoria Pano ....... Myrtle Beach
Amy Patrick ........ Murrells Inlet
Jo hua Paul ... . ......... Aynor
Christopher Peavy . . . . . . . Conwa
Rachel Pedersen . . . . . . Brew rer,
Craig Pelletier. . . . . .. ashua, ill
John Perry ............. Conway
Charles Peterson . . . . . . . . Columbia
taci Phillips ........... Clinton
Austin Pinckney ......... Conway
Larry Pittman ....... Myrtl Beach
Elizabeth Podmore ........... York
Kamerine Podmore ........... York
Frances Pond ish . . . . . . M rcl Beach
Kelly Porter . . . . . . . .. 'Ichita, K
Megan Presutti ....... Mynl Beach
Carrie Privett . . . . .. urfsid Beach
Dana Putman. . . . .. aim CharI ,11
Brian Quigley ....... Philadelphia, PA
Robert Raimann .... ~easid Par
J
Angela Ramsey ......... Beaufort
Christopher Raslavich .. Ocean City J
Brittany Rawlins ..... Myrtle Beach
Jessica Reidell . . . . . . . . . . Conwa
Alisha Rice ........ Mynl Beach
Keith Richard .... Ellicott City, MD
Jordan Ridge .....•. Pinehur t, C
K ,lie Roberts . . . . . . . M 'me Beach
teven Roberts . . . . . GaIivan Ferry
Jonathan Rodgers . . . ... Columbia
Ticholas Roeder. .. chnecksville, PA
Jamie Rogers ...... Moncks Corner
Rebecca Row ....... .... Marion
Jerald Ryan ....•.... Myrtl Beach
John t. Croi .......... Camden
Lauren anbom.... .. Myrtl Beach
Brandon arvis......... Con 'ay
Christopher axon ...... Prosperity
Patrick chall... .. Ventnor City, TJ
Colleen choW..... Brecksville, H
Matthew chroeder... .. Parker, CO
Tan 'a chula ........ Jackson, TJ
Kathryn chuster..... 1yrrle Beach
Ari coon-Corbin....... Beaufon
Kyle eeley...... Middleto n rY
T

Home
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Winning Investment For The Whole Family
nhorn . ,reat location ju t minute from
from th mid- 100. Is th re any wonder why
11 among stud nts and th ir par nt ?
ild Wing Plantation n Highv a 50 I i unb atabl
able, carefr living and incredIble value. It'
t h pping and dining, plu all th e item nt of
jO) an amenity-ri h liD tyle with a pol, fltne
n m r . And it' all from Cente Hom ,0 of the
o hom b uldcrs.
11
t I m tiv to campus hou ing, all
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